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ROOTS OF RHYTHM WORLD DRUMMING TEACHER WORKSHOP 2006
LESSON FOR CHAPTER 3

Title The Buhai from Romania							Doris Smith        										7/14/06
					  					Cleveland, Ohio 
Grade Category  Elementary 4th

Lesson Time 40 minutes

Goals 
N/A

Objectives 
Students will make a Buhai as they learn about Romania, oxen and the sound a friction drum makes.

Content Standards 
6. Listening to, analyzing and describing music.
7. Understanding relationships between music, the other arts, and disciplines outside the arts.
8. Understanding music in relation to history and culture.

Materials
1. World map 
2. A picture of oxen
3. Pictures of the Buhai
4. Roots of Rhythm Instrument Making Notes
5. CD and teacher’s guide 
6. 16oz colored Solo plastic party cups (1 for each student) 
7. Masking tape 
8. Materials for decorating the Buhai--colored tape [the Romanian flag is red, yellow and blue], 	markers, etc.

Student Skill Level 
We will make this as an alternative-sounding drum after we make some of the more standard instruments.

Procedure
Before class, draw the Romanian flag and the Buhai notation on the board.
1. Discuss Romania’s location and culture, especially their New Year’s Plugusorul (RR teacher’s guide, pg.24) tradition with the Buhai. Read the recitation on pg 24 of RR. Be sure they know what oxen are--show them the picture and discuss the sound oxen make.

2. Introduce the Buhai--show the pictures on pg. 26, 27 of RR teacher’s guide and from Vmfolkbook (see internet references). Listen to the RR CD tracks 25-27.  Imitate the sound of the buhai with voices. Introduce the Buhais we will make.

3. Have students gather the supplies to make their own Buhai--a Solo cup, masking tape, markers and colored tape.

4.  Make the Buhai, following the directions on page 4 of the Roots of Rhythm Instrument Making Notes.  Allow them to decorate them. 

5. Show them how to play their new Buhais--discuss how friction and the vibration of the cup make the noise. Play the notation on the board together. Play the notation with the sounds on the RR CD.

Student Product
A simple Buhai

Assessment
Evaluation will be oral (questions), product (the student-made Buhai) and participatory (playing).

Reflection 
I’m sure the students will love this--but I’m not too sure if the teachers of the class after mine will!

Resources
1. Picture of man playing Buhai - http://home.att.net/~bandura.ca/VMfolkBook/percussive

2. Picture of oxen - www.lisashea.com/birding/photos/chik/oxen_lg

3. Roots of Rhythm Teacher‘s Guide, CD and Instrument Making Notes, World Percussion 	Marketing Council, 2004







